Deformation Analysis of Reinforced Concrete using Neutron Imaging Technique
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Abstract. We suggest a novel method to observe internal deformation of concrete using a neutron transmission imaging technique. In order to visualize the internal deformation of concrete, cement paste markers containing Gd₂O₃ powder were dispersed two-dimensionally around the ferritic deformed rebar in reinforced concrete. Displacement of the neutron transmission image of the Gd marker was evaluated by a change in the position of the marker as a function of the travel distance of the vertical sample stage, and it was successfully evaluated to within approximately ±0.1 mm accuracy by analyzing selected markers with higher contrast and circularity. Furthermore, concrete deformation under pullout loading to the embedded rebar was evaluated in the same way and compressive deformation of concrete was successfully observed by analyzing the displacement of the markers. The results obtained in this study bring beneficial knowledge that the measurement accuracy of the marker displacement can be improved by choosing spherical-shaped markers and by increasing the contrast of markers.

Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC), widely utilized for various architectural and civil engineering structures, is well known as a composite structure in which concrete with relatively low tensile strength and ductility is strengthened by reinforcements such as steel rods (rebars) with high tensile strength and ductility. The structural performance of RC is generally derived from the bond resistance between rebar and concrete. It has been demonstrated in previous studies that the neutron diffraction technique can be an alternative method to conventional strain gauges for evaluation of bond resistance by measuring the stress distribution of rebar embedded in concrete [1-3].

On the other hand, it is also important to evaluate the deformation behavior of concrete around the embedded rebar in order to discuss the mechanism of bond degradation between concrete and rebar for the RC structure. However, it is difficult to apply the neutron diffraction technique to the measurement of strain in concrete since high background noise scattering from hydrogen within the concrete makes diffraction measurements in concrete difficult. Alternatively, image analysis techniques such as a lattice method [4] and digital image correlation (DIC) [5], are commonly utilized for evaluating deformation of concrete quantitatively. They can assess concrete surface...
deformation by analyzing image contrast or marker displacement taken by a high resolution camera. In this study, therefore, we aim to develop a novel method to observe internal deformation of concrete using the neutron transmission imaging technique combined with a lattice method.

**Experimental Procedure**

Reinforced Concrete Specimen. Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustration of the RC specimen used in this study. A ferritic steel deformed-bar with a nominal 12.7 mm diameter to JIS3112 standard was embedded in a rectangular concrete specimen of size 50 × 50 × 130 mm³. The embedded length of rebar was 100 mm, and unbonded region of 30 mm in length was artificially introduced by surrounding the rebar with a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. In order to visualize the internal deformation of concrete around the embedded rebar, the cement paste markers containing 34 wt.% Gd₂O₃ powder (hereafter called “Gd marker”) were dispersed two-dimensionally covering 15 % of the area of the A-A’ cross section. The Gd markers were obtained by pulverizing a paste cylinder of φ50 × 100 mm³ having a specific Gd₂O₃ content and classifying the particle size into 0.6 to 1.7 mm. The RC specimen was demolded 72 hours after placing and then cured in water for 7 days. In order to reduce water in concrete that causes neutron attenuation by hydrogen, the RC specimen was placed in a constant temperature (20 ± 1 °C) and humidity (60 ±5 RH %) room for 24 hours, and then was dried at 60 °C for 4 days before the neutron experiment.

Neutron Optical System. Fig. 2 shows the optical layout utilized in this study. The RC specimen mounted on the loading device, composed of a hydraulic jack and a load cell, was set up on a sample stage of BL22, RADEN [6], in the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) of the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). RADEN is a next generation pulsed-neutron instrument, energy-resolved neutron imaging facility. The beam power of J-PARC MLF for this experiment was 150 kW, and the neutron flux at the sample position was estimated to be 5.0 × 10⁵ n/cm²/sec. The L/D ratio was set to 1000. The incident neutrons scattered and absorbed by the RC specimen were taken by a cooled CCD camera after being converted to visible light by a scintillator. The distance between the scintillator and the sample edge was set to 200 mm so as to reduce the influence of scattering from the specimen. A total of four images each with a 15 minute exposure time were taken with the same measurement configuration. The resolution of the transmission image was 2048 × 2048 pixels (16 bit), and the spatial resolution was approximately equivalent to be 0.2 mm. A displacement transducer with an accuracy of 0.01 mm was set up on the RC specimen to measure the displacement of the edge of the embedded rebar under pullout loading.

Experimental Condition. The analytical condition was, at first optimized by evaluating the displacement of the Gd marker images as a function of the travel distance of the sample stage in order to determine the position of the Gd marker on the transmission image accurately. The position of the Gd marker in a neutron transmission image of the RC specimen was evaluated by an image analysis technique using an open source image processing program,
ImageJ 1.51n [7]. The transmission images were taken at 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.31, 0.33, 0.36 and 0.4 mm from the given original position by translating the sample vertically.

Secondly, the deformation of the RC specimen was measured under compressive deformation by analyzing the displacement of the Gd marker on the transmission image in order to verify the optimum condition of the image analysis determined by the above displacement measurement. The pullout loadings at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 kN were applied to the rebar as shown in Fig. 2, making compressive deformation in the concrete part of the specimen. Pull out loading was manually controlled by the measured value of load cell installed in the loading device. The load on the rebar decreased drastically just after stopping the loading due to creep deformation. However, the displacement of the rebar measured by a displacement transducer was negligibly small, which means that concrete deformation around rebar was quite small during creep. Therefore, the transmission images started to be taken after waiting for 5 to 10 minutes after applying the load.

Results and Discussion

Transmission Image. Figure 3a shows a neutron transmission image of the RC specimen taken by RADEN. The Gd markers dispersed in the concrete matrix can be recognized in the image clearly. The dark area at the bottom of the center of the image represents the PVC pipe covering the rebar, as shown in Fig. 3a. In addition, the image contrast between concrete matrix and the embedded rebar can be observed as well.

Analysis of Gd Marker Position. The flow of the image analysis is shown in Fig. 3. The image analysis by ImageJ was conducted in an area of 940 × 1956 pixels as shown in Fig. 3a. At first, the transmission image was normalized by the incident neutron flux and the shade image (Fig. 3b). And then, the median filter was applied to some transmission images taken at the same sample position or at the same loading, in order to remove white spot noise and to smooth the image. After applied the median filter, a Fourier transform was applied and low frequencies in the transmission image were filtered by masking obtained by a 2D Fourier power spectrum less than 15 pixels in radius (Fig. 3c). After that, the spectrum obtained by excluding the low-frequencies was converted to the transmission image using an inverse Fourier transform procedure. This is known as a general high-pass filter, which can highlight the Gd marker images by reducing the background contrast variation representing the rebar and the PVC pipe. The transmission image obtained by the high-pass filter was binarized by defining an appropriate threshold (Fig. 3d). And then, using a morphological process, the spot noise on the obtained binary image was removed and the Gd marker images were shaped. Eventually, the Gd marker images were successfully extracted from the original transmission image as shown in Fig. 3e. After extracting the Gd marker images,
the center of mass (COM) for each marker was determined by analyzing particles using ImageJ. In the analysis, particles less than 300 pixel$^2$ in size (equivalent to the area of a circle with a diameter of 1 mm) were omitted to distinguish from the noise. Furthermore, the particles obviously different from the Gd markers were also regarded as noise and were manually omitted as well.

Evaluation of Marker Displacement. Displacement of the Gd marker image was evaluated by a change in the COM of the marker as a function of the travel distance of the vertical sample stage. As a result, the variation of the Gd marker displacement is quite scattered as shown in Fig. 4. The average displacement in Fig. 4b shows a linear variation in proportion to travel distance of the sample stage, with a standard deviation of ±4.5 pixels (equivalent to ±0.23 mm). This error might be due to the unstable shape of the Gd marker image. For instance, there is a case that the area, $A_0$, of the Gd marker image taken at an initial position of the sample stage is different from the area, $A_i$, of that taken at the next position of the sample stage (insertion individual marker images in Fig. 5a). This would be due to insufficient statistics compared with the contrast of the Gd marker image. The relation between the amounts of scattering and a threshold that gives an extraction limit of the Gd marker images were evaluated as a low-threshold to be defined by an area ratio, i.e. $A_i/A_0$ ($A_0>A_i$) or $A_0/A_i$ ($A_i>A_0$). If choosing only Gd marker images that exceed a threshold, an increase in the area ratio, that is $A_i$ approaches $A_0$, tends to decrease the scattering although the number of selectable Gd marker images decreases, as shown in Fig. 5a. Here, the standard deviation in Fig. 5a exhibits an average value of error bars taken at all sample displacements, and the number of the Gd marker images were counted in the transmission image taken at the initial stage position. Therefore, it was concluded that a change in the area of the Gd marker image, induced by an insufficient contrast, influences the accuracy of evaluation of the Gd marker displacement.

Fig. 4 The relation between marker and stage displacements. Prediction line in (b) corresponds to movement of the stage.

Fig. 5 The relations (a) between standard deviation and area ratio and (b) between standard deviation and circularity. Insertion images show examples of the change in the marker shape.
On the other hand, there is a case that Gd marker images with complex shape changes to a different shape at the next position of the sample stage (insertion individual marker images in Fig. 5b). Here, the relation between the standard deviation and the Gd marker images circularity, which were computed by ImageJ [7], was investigated. If choosing only Gd marker images above a given circularity, an increase in the circularity omits markers with a complex shape thereby decreasing the standard deviation as shown in Fig. 5b. Therefore, it was concluded that a change in the shape of the complex Gd marker image, induced by insufficient contrast, influences the accuracy of determination of the Gd marker displacement. Accordingly, the measurement accuracy of the displacement of the Gd marker might be improved by choosing the Gd marker images close to a circled shape.

Fig. 6 shows the Gd marker displacement evaluated at a low-threshold defined as an area ratio of 0.8 and a circularity of 0.3. At this threshold, the number of Gd markers decreased from 56 to 21. It can be found by comparing this result with Fig. 5 that the plots with large error were preferentially omitted by defining an appropriate threshold of area ratio and circularity. This result shows the scattering of ±2.2 pixels (equivalent to ±0.11 mm), which is approximately half of the result in Fig. 4. Therefore, the measurement accuracy of the Gd marker displacement can be improved by choosing a spherical shaped Gd marker, and by increasing the contrast of the Gd marker by increasing the amount of Gd₂O₃ powder contained in the marker and also by increasing statistical accuracy.

Deformation Analysis. Concrete deformation of the RC specimen was measured under pullout loading. The concrete part along the bonded region integrally shifts vertically toward the loading direction followed by the compressive deformation along the unbounded region. The transmission image was evaluated at a low-threshold defined as an area ratio of 0.8 and a circularity of 0.3. Applying this threshold, the number of acceptable markers at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 kN is 3, 8, 22, 12, 0 and 6, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, the Gd marker images move toward the loading direction proportionally to applied loading. Furthermore, the displacement of the Gd marker images are always evaluated to be slightly smaller than the displacement of rebar measured by a displacement transducer, while their trends agree well within the error bars. This small difference might be caused by asymmetric distortion of the RC specimen under pullout loading. Selecting the appropriate Gd marker with higher contrast and circularity enables us to analyze deformation of concrete accurately.
Summary
We have suggested a novel method to observe internal deformation of concrete by the neutron transmission imaging technique with image analysis. In order to visualize the internal deformation of concrete around the embedded rebar, the displacement of the cement paste markers containing 34 wt.% Gd_2O_3 powder, dispersed two-dimensionally in the reinforced concrete samples were evaluated. Displacement of the Gd marker image was evaluated by a change in the position of the marker as a function of the travel distance of the vertical sample stage, and it was successfully evaluated within approximately ±0.1 mm accuracy by image analysis for selected markers with higher contrast and higher circularity. Furthermore, concrete deformation under pullout loading applied to the embedded rebar was evaluated by the same procedure and the compressive deformation of the concrete part was successfully observed by analyzing the displacement of the Gd marker images. The measurement accuracy of the Gd marker displacement can be improved by choosing a spherical shaped Gd marker, by increasing the contrast of the Gd marker and also by increasing statistics accuracy. This method is expected to be utilized for clarifying the bond mechanism between concrete and rebar by observing concrete deformation around rebar combined with the bond stress distribution measured by the neutron diffraction technique.
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